SPACEKAP:

Since its introduction over two decades ago, SpaceKap has
remained the most versatile fiberglass slip-in service body on
the market. Over the past few years, Expertec has grown to be

TRUCK BEDS:

Our flat deck range is consistent with our high quality standards
and unmatched fit and finish. These decks, manufactured by
Bedrock and CM Truck Beds, are available in several different
models in either aluminum or steel. We stock the popular
versions to maintain our quick lead times and get your truck
to work faster.

the largest SpaceKap distributor in Western Canada. We love
to customize these units to make your job easier!

TOMMY GATE:

When Delbert Brown of the Woodbine Manufacturing Company
in Iowa developed the first Tommy Gate liftgate back in 1965, no
one thought that it would become the world standard by which
all other hydraulic lifts would be judged. The use of stronger

SLIP-IN SERVICE BODIES:

Our own in-house research has allowed us to standardize our
service bodies for use with all major truck makes and models,
allowing for faster turnaround on installation. These heavy duty

and lighter materials and cutting-edge electrical components
means that no matter what you need a power tailgate for,
Expertec has a solution for you.

mobile workstations are impressive operational tools designed
to help you get the job done.

TRUCK EQUIPMENT:

The undisputed king of the jobsite is the pickup truck and
Expertec has spent decades determining what does and doesn’t
work in any commercial, industrial, and jobsite application. Any
item we sell and install is based on reliability and each package
is designed, assembled and installed by our experienced team
of vehicle technicians.

ACCESSORIES:

At Expertec, we’ve done the homework to be able to offer turnkey
solutions and complete packages that help you get your fleet
to work quickly. Our goal is to outfit your work truck or van into
a proficient service vehicle, operating as autonomously and
effectively as possible. We have the accessories to give your
vehicles the tools and equipment to get the job done right.

VAN EQUIPMENT:

The secret to getting the most out of a work van is making sure
that it is designed to handle everything the job requires! From
simple partitions and flooring to a fully outfitted service vehicle
we can help. A well designed van outfit will save you time while
enhancing your company image.

LINE CARD:

Carrying the best brands in commercial vehicle equipment has allowed Expertec to become the top
provider of outfitting solutions in Western Canada.

EDMONTON

4528 55 Ave NW
Edmonton, Alberta
T6B 3S2
T: 1-780-435-6466

ABOUT US:
Expertec was founded in Edmonton, Alberta
over two decades ago and is the premier
outfitter for trucks and vans in Western Canada.
Today, Expertec retains both a corporate and a retail
presence in Edmonton but also operates facilities
in Calgary, Alberta and Abbotsford, B.C. The success of
Expertec is driven by a commitment to quality and a carefully
chosen network of commercial suppliers across Canada and the
United States to provide the best upfitting solutions for both trucks
and vans.
Expertec offers top quality vehicle equipment for work trucks and vans to
meet even the most demanding of jobsites, trades, and fleet requirements.
From van shelving and ladder racks to slip-in service bodies and power liftgates,
Expertec can outfit commercial fleets and contractors, no matter their size. The goal of
Expertec since day one has been to provide a true “one stop shop” as a commercial van
and work truck outfitter.
Expertec is known across the truck accessories industry for its outstanding warranties, product
design, attention to quality, and reliable customer service.

WWW.EXPERTEC.CA

CALGARY

6235B 86 Ave SE
Calgary, Alberta,
T2C 2S4
T: 1-403-720-6467

ABBOTSFORD

101-30923 Wheel Ave
Abbotsford, BC,
V2T 6G7
T: 1-604-262-3849

